Many previous studies employing paradigms such as adaptation, masking and summation-near-threshold have demonstrated the existence of separate mechanisms underlying the detection of the three cardinal axes of color space: L+M, L)M and S)ðL+MÞ. In addition, some studies have demonstrated the existence of higher-order mechanisms tuned to non-cardinal axes (which are made up of combinations of the cardinal axes). In order to address the issue of separate and independent color mechanisms further, here we applied factor analysis to contrast threshold data obtained from 41 subjects for nine different axes in color space (the three cardinal axes and the six non-cardinal axes midway between). In line with previous studies, the results of a three-factor analysis performed on contrast thresholds for the cardinal axes revealed independence across the three. However, in some of our factor analyses (for example, when a two-factor analysis was performed on the cardinal axes), intercorrelation was observed between L)M and S)ðL+MÞ stimuli. With regard to higher-order mechanisms, our factor analyses revealed mechanisms selective for non-cardinal axes within the ðL)MÞ=ðL+MÞ and ðS)ðL+MÞÞ=ðL+MÞ color planes, but not the ðL)MÞ=ðS)ðL+MÞÞ color plane. To ensure that the intercorrelation observed between L)M and S)ðL+MÞ cardinal axes was not due to the particular stimulus parameters or testing measures employed, in three of our subjects we performed a ''summation-near-threshold'' experiment using experimental conditions nearly identical to those in the factor analysis experiments. In accordance with previous findings [Vision Research 39 (1999) 733], L)M and S)ðL+MÞ stimuli were found to be separable in this analysis. This seeming discrepancy between the results of our factor analysis and those obtained from paradigms such as summation-near-threshold can be resolved by proposing that the mechanisms underlying detection of L)M and S)ðL+MÞ stimuli are separable (as defined by the ability to isolate activity within each mechanism using select stimuli), yet nonetheless intercorrelated. Such intercorrelation could arise if these two mechanisms are limited by the same source of variability and/or subject to the same gain control.
Introduction
Theories of color vision typically posit three postreceptoral mechanisms, which are derived from the sums and differences of the three cone types. One mechanism (often referred to as the ''luminance'' mechanism) signals a weighted sum of long-wavelength-selective (L) and medium-wavelength-selective (M) cones, i.e., ''L+M'' (with some debate regarding the contribution of shortwavelength-selective (S) cones: Eisner & MacLeod, 1980; Boynton, Eskew, & Olson, 1985; Stockman, MacLeod, & DePriest, 1991) . Two chromatic mechanisms signal weighted sums and differences of the cones. The ''L)M'' mechanism signals differences between L-and M-cones (and is often referred to as the ''red/green'' mechanism). The ''S)ðL+MÞ'' mechanism signals differences between S-cones and the sum of L-and M-cones (and is often referred to as the ''blue/yellow'' or ''tritan'' mechanism). The stimuli that activate one of these mechanisms in isolation from the other two are referred to as the cardinal axes of color space. Evidence for the existence of three postreceptoral mechanisms has come from several previous psychophysical experiments, using paradigms such as adaptation (Krauskopf, Williams, & Heeley, 1982; Webster & Mollon, 1991 , 1994 and Krauskopf & Gegenfurtner, 1992) , masking (Gegenfurtner & Kiper, 1992; Mullen & Losada, 1994 , 1999 Li & Lennie, 1997; Sankeralli & Mullen, 1997; Giulianini & Eskew, 1998 ; but cf. , summation-near-threshold (Mullen, Cropper, & Losada, 1997; Mullen & Sankeralli, 1999 ; but cf. Gur & Akri, 1992) , visual search (Monnier & Nagy, 2001 ) and motion integration (Krauskopf, Wu, & Farell, 1996) .
In addition to investigating the existence of mechanisms tuned for the cardinal axes of color space, other studies have investigated the existence of higher-order color mechanisms sensitive to non-cardinal axes of color space. Because non-cardinal axes are made up of combinations of the cardinal axis stimuli, they necessarily activate more than one lower-order mechanism. Thus, mechanisms tuned for non-cardinal axes (should they exist) must receive convergent input from two or more lower-order mechanisms tuned for cardinal axes (and thus originate at a processing stage past where these cardinal axes are first represented). Psychophysical studies investigating the existence of higher-order color mechanisms have yielded somewhat equivocal results, with some studies providing evidence for (Krauskopf, Williams, Mandler, & Brown, 1986; Flanagan, Cavanagh, & Favreau, 1990; Webster & Mollon, 1991 , 1994 DÕZmura, 1991; Kooi, DeValois, Switkes, & Grosof, 1992; Krauskopf & Gegenfurtner, 1992; Dobkins, Stoner, & Albright, 1998; DÕZmura & Knoblauch, 1998) , and some against (Sankeralli & Mullen, 1997; Giulianini & Eskew, 1998 ) mechanisms selective for non-cardinal stimuli.
In the present study, we investigated the independence of lower-and higher-order color mechanisms using a factor analytic approach. Recently, we and others have used this technique to demonstrate the independence of contrast detection for two of the three (L+M and L)M) cardinal axes in color space (Dobkins, Gunther, & Peterzell, 2000; Peterzell & Teller, 2000; Gunther & Dobkins, 2002) . Here, we extend these results by applying factor analysis to contrast threshold data for stimuli modulated along nine axes in color space: the three cardinal axes ðL+M, L)M and S)ðL+MÞÞ and the six non-cardinal axes midway between them. The methods and theories underlying the factor analytic approach have been described in detail elsewhere (e.g., Sekuler, Wilson, & Owsley, 1984; Webster & MacLeod, 1988; Peterzell, Werner, & Kaplan, 1993 and see Peterzell & Teller, 1996 for a non-technical and historical overview of the topic). In brief, this technique uses individual differences across subjects as a means to reveal the number of visual mechanisms underlying performance across a range of stimulus conditions. Specifically, when performance under different stimulus conditions is controlled by a single visual mechanism, subject differences observed under one condition are expected to correlate highly with subject differences in the other conditions. By contrast, when performance under the different conditions is controlled by independent mechanisms, no such correlation is expected. Factor analysis applied to correlations in data obtained across a variety of stimulus conditions estimates the number and nature of underlying visual mechanisms. The term ''factors'' is used to describe visual mechanisms estimated from this procedure, to differentiate them from visual mechanisms derived from other methods.
Using this approach, we predicted that detection of the three cardinal axes would be governed by independent mechanisms, and thus modeled by separate factors. Likewise, if detection of non-cardinal axes is mediated by independent higher-order mechanisms, multiple higher-order factors were also expected to be revealed. To test these hypotheses, we obtained contrast threshold data from 41 subjects for nine axes of color space at each of three spatial frequencies (27 total stimuli). Factor analysis was then applied to the data to investigate the nature of mechanisms underlying the results. In general, the results of these factor analyses revealed the existence of independent mechanisms tuned to cardinal, as well as non-cardinal, axes of color space.
In several of our analyses, however, we observed a tendency for intercorrelation between the L)M and S)ðL+MÞ cardinal axes. In order to ensure that this intercorrelation was not due to the particular stimulus parameters (e.g., spatial/temporal frequency, stimulus size, duration, etc.) or testing measure (i.e., contrast thresholds) employed, we investigated the separability of these cardinal axes using nearly identical stimuli in a summation-near-threshold paradigm. In accordance with previous studies, the results of our summationnear-threshold experiments revealed clear separability between the L)M and S)ðL+MÞ axes. Although this finding may, at first glance, appear to contradict our results obtained using factor analysis, we point out that the results from experiments employing summationnear-threshold (as well as adaptation and masking) are more accurately described as providing evidence for separability across mechanisms (as defined by the ability to isolate activity within each mechanism using select stimuli) rather than evidence for independence (as defined by a lack of correlation amongst separable mechanisms) per se. By these definitions, mechanisms may be separable, yet not entirely independent if, for example, they are limited by the same source of variability or subject to the same gain control. However, mechanisms that exhibit independence should necessarily be separable from one another. Thus, the results of the present factor analyses, taken together with results obtained from other experimental paradigms, suggest that the L)M and S)ðL+MÞ mechanisms may be separable, yet nonetheless intercorrelated.
Methods

Subjects
Forty-one subjects participated in the factor analysis experiments. All subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and normal red/green color vision, as assessed by the Ishihara Tests for Color Deficiency. Subject age ranged from 17 to 30 years (mean ¼ 20:6 years, standard deviation ¼ 2:6 years). Three of the subjects from the factor analysis experiment (including the first author) were also tested in a summation-nearthreshold experiment.
Apparatus
Visual stimuli were generated on a Sony Trinitron 500PS monitor (21 00 display, 1024 Â 768 pixels, 100 Hz refresh) driven by a Cambridge Research Systems (CRS) VSG 2/3 video board. The 15-bit video board allowed for 32,768 discrete luminance levels. The maximum output for the monitor was calibrated to equal-energy white (CIE chromaticity coordinates ¼ 0:333, 0.333), and the voltage/luminance relationship was linearized independently for each of the three guns in the display, using a Gamma Correction System and an OptiCAL 256M (CRS). A PR-650 SpectraColorimeter (PhotoResearch) was used for spectroradiometric and photometric measurements of the stimuli.
Stimuli
Stimuli consisted of horizontally-oriented sinusoidal gratings, counterphase-reversed (temporal sinusoidal) at 4 Hz. This temporal frequency was chosen because it is in the center of the range tested in our previous factor analysis study, which demonstrated independent L+M and L)M mechanisms (Dobkins et al., 2000) . Three different spatial frequencies were employed: 0.25, 0.5, and 1 cycle/degree (c/deg). The main purpose of testing multiple spatial frequencies within each color axis was to increase the number of variables and thus strengthen the factor analysis (see Gorsuch, 1983) . Although not intended as such in these experiments, the use of multiple spatial frequencies has the potential to reveal multiple spatial frequency channels. In our experiments, however, we did not observe separate spatial frequency factors, a result that is in line with previous findings from factor analysis studies, at least within the range of spatial frequencies tested in our experiments (see Sekuler et al., 1984; Peterzell & Teller, 1996 Dobkins et al., 2000) . Gratings subtended 5.4°of visual angle, and were convolved with a Gaussian circular envelope (Gabor standard deviation ¼ 2.7°). Gratings were presented with the zero-crossing positioned in the center of the stimulus to ensure equal number of light and dark (or red and green, etc.) stripes in the stimulus. Note that because stimulus size was held constant across all spatial frequencies, the total number of cycles necessarily varied.
Stimuli were modulated along nine directions in color space: the three cardinal axes ðL)M, S)ðL+MÞ, and L+MÞ and six non-cardinal axes (midway between the cardinal axes), all modulated through equal-energy white, at 28 cd/m 2 . The L)M gratings were constructed to selectively modulate activity within L-and M-cones, while keeping the S-cone excitation constant. Likewise, the S)ðL+MÞ gratings were constructed to selectively modulate activity in S-cones, while keeping the L-and M-cone excitation constant. L+M gratings modulated all cone types in unison. The six non-cardinal axes were constructed in a ''normalized'' three-dimensional color space, in which the cardinal axes were scaled to be of equal multiples of thresholds (after Derrington, Krauskopf, & Lennie, 1984; Krauskopf, 1999) . (Note that the original Derrington et al. (1984) color space instead scaled cardinal axes to the maximum obtainable on their monitor, and thus their color space was not normalized in this fashion.) Because thresholds can vary across subjects, we tailored color space for each subject by measuring each subjectÕs L)M, S)ðL+MÞ, and L+M contrast thresholds in a preliminary phase of the experiment. In our color space (shown in Fig. 1 ), the three cardinal axes can also be referred to by their position in azimuth (A) and elevation (E), where L)M is 0°A, S)ðL+MÞ is 90°A and L+M is 90°E. The six non-cardinal axes employed in this experiment were midway between the cardinal axes and are thus referred to as 45°A, 135°A, 0°A/45°E, 0°A/135°E, 90°A/45°E and 90°A/135°E.
Paradigm
For all portions of these experiments, subjects were tested in a dark room and viewed the video display binocularly from a chin rest situated 57 cm away. Subjects were instructed to maintain fixation on a small central cross, and provide perceptual reports via keypresses on a response box. For each subject, equiluminance was determined for each chromatic axis in the ðL)MÞ=ðS)ðL+MÞÞ plane via heterochromatic flicker photometry. On each trial, the counterphase grating appeared centered on the fixation cross, and the subject adjusted the relative luminance between the two colors of the grating until the percept of flicker was least salient. For each chromatic axis, an equiluminance point was determined from the mean of 20 trials. This was performed using 0.5 c/deg gratings only, and this setting was used for all three spatial frequencies, since previous studies have shown equiluminance to be stable across spatial frequency (Cavanagh, MacLeod, & Anstis, 1987; Mullen, 1991; Dobkins et al., 2000; Gunther & Dobkins, 2002) . When measuring contrast thresholds (see below), chromatic gratings were then presented at each subjectÕs equiluminance setting.
Contrast thresholds were determined for all 27 stimuli (three spatial frequencies by nine color axes) using a Best-PEST staircase procedure (Lieberman & Pentland, 1982 ) in a spatial two-alternative forced-choice paradigm. On each trial, the stimulus was centered 2.5°t o the left or right of fixation, and the subject reported its location via a key press on a response box. No feedback was provided. Stimuli were presented for 300 ms, with contrast ramped on and off in a cosine manner within the first and last 100 ms. The staircase procedure continued until the subject had completed 125 trials for each stimulus condition. Contrast threshold measurements were divided into three different blocks, each block containing nine of the 27 stimuli (randomly selected). Stimulus presentation was randomized within each block. For each subject, 4-7 h were required to complete the entire experiment, with testing divided into 1.5-to 2-h blocks.
Factor analyses
Covariance analyses of individual differences (i.e., factor analyses) were performed on the correlations from the contrast threshold data (as previously described, e.g., Peterzell et al., 1995; Peterzell & Teller, 1996; Dobkins et al., 2000) to determine the degree of independence among the nine color axes. Because subject data conformed to normal distributions when logtransformed, all analyses were performed on log values.
As a first step in our factor analysis, a principal component analysis (PCA) was performed on the correlational data. Eigenvalues reflect the proportion of variance explained by a given factor (or component), with 1.0 being the value expected by chance alone. Hence, an eigenvalue greater than 1.0 was used as the criterion for statistical significance of the factors (Guttman, 1954; Gorsuch, 1983) . In some cases, we found that the number of statistically significant factors was less than that predicted by our a priori hypothesis. In these instances, we performed two different factor analyses, one based on our a priori hypothesis and one based on the number of factors with significant eigenvalues.
In order to maximize the number of zero or near zero factor loadings, the orthogonal factors resulting from the PCA were rotated to Ôsimple structureÕ using the Varimax criterion (Kaiser, 1958) , and then further rotated obliquely. Note that the oblique rotation (commonly used in studies of this sort, e.g., Mayer, Dougherty, & Hu, 1995; Dobkins et al., 2000; Peterzell & Teller, 2000) allows for some degree of intercorrelation between factors, which may arise from (1) variation in subjectsÕ overall performance due to cognitive factors (such as attention or motivation) or (2) actual intercorrelation between neural mechanisms underlying the separate factors (e.g., postreceptoral mechanisms could be correlated because they share cone inputs). Either way, the important point is that the factors pulled out in our analyses are meant to reveal regions of color space that are least correlated with (i.e., most independent of) one another. Thus, our use of the term ''independence'' in the context of our factor analysis results is meant to suggest mechanisms that are mostly, although perhaps not entirely, uncorrelated. In addition, note that in all of our factor analyses, we also obtained solutions without performing the oblique rotation, and found the results to be nearly identical (although slightly noisier) to those produced by the oblique rotations.
In all of our factor analyses, our criterion for factor loading significance was a value of AE0.4, which is typical for factor analysis studies (Kline, 1994; Peterzell et al., 1995; Peterzell & Teller, 1996; Dobkins et al., 2000; Gunther & Dobkins, 2002) . Note that this 0.4 value is set to be stricter than a criterion for significance based on a PearsonÕs r value (AE0.31) for the number of subjects (41) in the present study.
Factor analyses were performed on three different configurations of the data. (1) The three cardinal axes (nine total stimuli: three cardinal stimuli by three spatial frequencies). If independent mechanisms underlie detection of the three cardinal axes, a three-factor analysis 0°A (which appears roughly red/green), 90°A (which appears roughly violet/lime), and 90°E (which appears white/black), respectively. The six non-cardinal axes employed in this experiment are referred to by their position in A and E, as follows: 45°A (which appears roughly purple/chartreuse), 135°A (which appears roughly orange/turquoise), 0°A/45°E (which appears intense-red/dim-green), 0°A/135°E (which appears intense-green/dim-red), 90°A/45°E (which appears intenseviolet/dim-lime) and 90°A/135°E (which appears intense-lime/dimviolet).
is expected to produce factors that load onto each of the axes. (2) Each of the three color planes: ðL)MÞ= ðS)ðL+MÞÞ; ðL)MÞ=ðL+MÞ, and ðS)ðL+MÞÞ=ðL+MÞ (12 total stimuli per color plane: four color axes by three spatial frequencies). If independent higher-order mechanisms underlie detection of non-cardinal axes, a fourfactor analysis is expected to produce factors that load onto each of the four color axes within a color plane (i.e., the two cardinal and the two non-cardinal axes). (3) The entire data set (27 total stimuli: nine color axes by three spatial frequencies). This analysis was performed in order to provide an additional test of independence among all color axes.
Summation-near-threshold experiments
In order to discern whether the intercorrelation observed between L)M and S)ðL+MÞ in some of our factor analyses could be due to the particular stimulus parameters (e.g., spatial/temporal frequency, stimulus size, duration, etc.) or testing measure (i.e., contrast thresholds) employed, we investigated the separability of the cardinal axes by obtaining contrast thresholds for nearly identical stimuli in a summation-near-threshold paradigm (after Mullen et al., 1997; Mullen & Sankeralli, 1999) . This was performed for three subjects, who were also in the factor analysis study. The summationnear-threshold paradigm applies a two-dimensional model to measure the amount of contrast summation occurring between two components embedded in a compound stimulus. Data obtained from this paradigm are often plotted in a summation square (see Graham, 1989) , where relative contrast--the contrast threshold of the component when embedded in the compound, divided by the contrast threshold for that component alone--is plotted for one component on the X -axis and for the other component on the Y -axis.
According to summation theory, when a single mechanism underlies detection of both components, the contrasts of the individual components are expected to add linearly, with the result that the compound stimulus is detected when the relative contrasts of the components sum to 1.0. By comparison, when separable mechanisms underlie detection of the two components, the compound stimulus is detected only when either of the two components is at its respective contrast threshold. In actuality, the separable mechanisms hypothesis predicts relative contrasts slightly below 1.0, because probability summation is expected to create a slight advantage for detecting two simultaneously-presented components (i.e., the compound stimulus) over detection of a single component alone (e.g., Watson, Thompson, Murphy, & Nachmias, 1980) . Note that because summation is a two-dimensional model, it can only assess the separability of two components. Thus, if a third mechanism exists tuned to, for example, the compound stimulus, this third mechanism would not be revealed by this technique.
The extent of summation between the two component axes can be described by the following equation (based on the vector-magnitude model of Quick (1974) ):
where X and Y represent relative contrasts of the components. This equation yields values of k near 1.0 for linear summation within a single mechanism, and between 3 and 6 for separable mechanisms with probability summation taken into account. In our summation set-up, the component stimuli consisted of two (of three) cardinal axes (and thus the compound stimuli were non-cardinal axes in color space). For each of the three planes of color space, ðL)MÞ=ðS)ðL+MÞÞ; ðL)MÞ=ðL+MÞ, and ðS)ðL+MÞÞ= ðL+MÞ, contrast thresholds were obtained for 12 different stimuli: the two cardinal axes plus ten non-cardinal axes spaced 15, 30, 45, 60, and 75°from one of the cardinal axes (total color axes ¼ 33). Data were obtained for 0.5 c/deg, 4 Hz counterphase gratings. As in the factor analysis experiment (see above), a normalized color space was created for each subject. All stimuli in the ðL)MÞ=ðS)ðL+MÞÞ color plane (12 total stimuli) were set to be equiluminant for each subject via heterochromatic flicker photometry. Contrast thresholds were measured for all 33 stimuli, randomly divided into four blocks of eight or nine stimuli each.
Optimal k values were calculated for each plane of color space by a least squares error fitting of Eq. (1) to the contrast threshold data from all three subjects simultaneously (thus each k value is based on 30 data points: 5 points by 2 quadrants by 3 subjects). To determine whether these optimal k values were significantly different from 1.0 (i.e., linear summation), we employed a randomization test (Edgington, 1980) , in which the randomization distribution of the absolute difference in means of squared error from k ¼ optimal (k 0 ) and k ¼ 1:0 (k 1 ) was generated using 10,000 random permutations of the sixty values (30 squared errors for k 0 plus 30 squared errors for k 1 ). The p value was calculated as the number of cases in the randomization distribution that exceeded the observed difference, divided by 10,000.
Results
Factor analyses of cardinal axes
The results from our factor analysis of contrast threshold data obtained for the three cardinal axes, L)M, S)ðL+MÞ, and L+M, are presented in Fig. 2 . Shown in Fig. 2A are the factor loadings for a threefactor solution on nine data points (three color axes by three spatial frequencies), which was chosen based on the hypothesis of independence among the three axes. As described in the methods, our criterion for factor loading significance was a value of 0.4. Thus, only factor loadings with values greater than or equal to jAE0:4j are plotted for each of the nine data points. The results of this analysis yielded a highly systematic and interpretable pattern, with independent factors revealed for each of the three cardinal axes. Specifically, L)M stimuli (at all spatial frequencies) loaded onto factor 1 (accounting for 60.1% of the variance), all L+M stimuli loaded onto factor 2 (14.1% of the variance), and all S)ðL+MÞ stimuli loaded onto factor 3 (7.1% of the variance). Consistent with results from previous factor analyses testing spatial frequencies at or below 1 c/deg (Sekuler et al., 1984; Peterzell & Teller, 1996 Dobkins et al., 2000) , the three spatial frequencies in our study (0.25, 0.5, and 1 c/deg) were found to co-load (see Sekuler et al., 1984 for discussion). The correlation matrix underlying all of the factor analyses is provided in the Appendix A.
This pattern of results indicates that different sources of variability underlie the detection of L)M, S)ðL+MÞ, and L+M contrast, and thus provides evidence for the existence of independent (and separable) mechanisms tuned for the cardinal axes. It is important to point out that this separability is not an artifact of choosing a three-factor solution, as loadings onto the three factors are completely unconstrained in the analysis. Moreover, choosing a greater than three-factor solution had negligible effects on our findings of cardinal axis independence. However, note that only two factors met our criterion for significance based on their eigenvalues (see Section 2). We therefore also performed a two-factor solution, the results of which are shown in Fig. 2B . Here, factor 1 included all L)M and S)ðL+MÞ stimuli (accounting for 60.1% of the variance), while factor 2 included all L+M stimuli (14.1% of the variance). This finding suggests a tendency towards an intercorrelation between L)M and S)ðL+MÞ sensitivity, an issue we return to later in Section 3 and in Section 4.
Factor analyses of color planes
The results of our factor analyses conducted on contrast threshold values for each of the three color planes, i.e., ðL)MÞ=ðS)ðL+MÞÞ, ðL)MÞ=ðL+MÞ, ðS) ðL+MÞÞ=ðL+MÞ, are presented in Fig. 3 . Shown are the factor loadings for four-factor solutions on 12 data points per color plane (four color axes by three spatial frequencies). A four-factor solution was chosen based on the hypothesis that higher-order mechanisms underlie detection of non-cardinal axes. Accordingly, each of the four color axes within a color plane (i.e., the two cardinal and the two non-cardinal axes) is expected to load onto a separate factor. Note that in two of the planes, ðL)MÞ=ðL+MÞ and ðS)ðL+MÞÞ=ðL+MÞ, exactly four factors were significant based on their eigenvalues. For the ðL)MÞ=ðS)ðL+MÞÞ plane, however, only two factors were significant, and thus both four-and twofactor solutions were performed for this data set.
The ðL)MÞ=ðL+MÞ plane: The results of a factor analysis on the ðL)MÞ=ðL+MÞ plane yielded nearly complete segregation of factor loadings for each of the four color axes (Fig. 3, top panel) . Specifically, all L)M stimuli loaded onto factor 1 (accounting for 37.3% of the variance). All L+M stimuli loaded onto factor 4 (8.6% of the variance). The 0°A/45°E stimuli at 0.25 and 1 c/deg loaded onto factor 3 (11.1% of the variance). All 0°A/135°E stimuli and one 0°A/45°E stimulus (0.5 c/deg) loaded onto factor 2 (14.1% of the variance). The ðS)ðL+MÞÞ=ðL+MÞ plane: As for the ðL)MÞ= ðL+MÞ plane, the results of a four-factor analysis on the ðS)ðL+MÞÞ=ðL+MÞ plane yielded nearly complete segregation of factor loadings for each of the four color axes (Fig. 3, middle panel) . All S)ðL+MÞ stimuli and one 90°A/135°E stimulus (0.25 c/deg) loaded onto factor 1 (accounting for 37.3% of the variance). All L+M stimuli loaded onto factor 3 (10.9% of the variance). All 90°A/45°E stimuli and one 90°A/135°E stimulus (0.25 c/deg) loaded onto factor 2 (21.8% of the variance). The 90°A/135°E stimuli at 0.5 and 1 c/deg loaded onto factor 4 (8.3% of the variance).
The ðL)MÞ=ðS)ðL+MÞÞ plane: The results of a fourfactor solution on the ðL)MÞ=ðS)ðL+MÞÞ plane did not yield segregated factor loadings for each of the four color axes (Fig. 3, bottom panel) . Instead, factor 1 (43.1% of the variance) included all cardinal stimuli (L)M and S)ðL+MÞ) and factor 2 (23.1% of the variance) included 135°A stimuli at 0.25 and 0.5 c/deg and one 45°A stimulus (0.25 c/deg). The remaining two factors did not produce systematic or interpretable loadings. However, because only two factors were significant (based on their eigenvalues), we also applied a two-factor solution to the data set. The results of this analysis yielded one factor that loaded onto both cardinal axes (L)M and S)ðL+MÞ, factor 1, accounting for 43.1% of the variance) and another that loaded onto both non-cardinal axes (45°A and 135°A axes, factor 2, accounting for 23.1% of the variance). This common loading for L)M and S)ðL+MÞ stimuli is reminiscent of that observed for the two-factor solution in our analysis of the cardinal axes alone (above). We return to the significance of this intercorrelation between L)M and S)ðL+MÞ thresholds in Section 4.
Factor analysis of all nine color axes
Allowing for the possibility that each color axis tested is independent of the others, we performed a nine-factor solution on the entire data set (Fig. 4) . Here, only three of the nine factors segregated in a systematic manner. Factor 2 included all L)M and S)ðL+MÞ stimuli (15.5% of the variance). Thus, as noted in our other analyses (above), L)M and S)ðL+MÞ stimuli loaded onto a single factor. Factor 4 included all L+M stimuli (6.4% of the variance). Factor 1 (32.5% of the variance) included all 90°A/45°E stimuli. The remaining factors yielded uninterpretable loadings. For this analysis, only seven factors were significant based on their eigenvalues. A sevenfactor solution was found to be very similar to the ninefactor solution, with L)M and S)ðL+MÞ co-loading onto factor 2 (15.5% of the variance) and L+M loading onto factor 4 (6.4% of the variance). The remaining factors did not exhibit systematic loadings.
One explanation for the lack of systematicity in the nine-axes factor analysis is that we simply did not have enough power to pull out nine independent factors. This is quite possible since our subject:stimuli ratio was rather low in this analysis (1.52, 41 subjects:27 stimuli), which is known to reduce the overall power (see Guadagnoli & Velicer, 1988, and Kline, 1994 for discussion) . This is in contrast to our analysis using data from just the three cardinal axes, which had a higher subject:stimuli ratio of 4.56 (41 subjects: 9 stimuli) and yielded highly systematic factors (see Fig.  2 ). Thus, as the power (subject:stimuli ratio) is reduced, the ability to reveal independent color axes appears to diminish.
Summation-near-threshold experiments
In several of our factor analyses (above), thresholds for L)M and S)ðL+MÞ were found to co-load onto the same factor. These results suggest an intercorrelation between detection of L)M and S)ðL+MÞ stimuli, a finding that seems contradictory to the bulk of the data obtained with other techniques, such as masking, adaptation and summation-near-threshold. In order to ensure that this correlation was not due to our particular stimulus parameters (e.g., spatial/temporal frequency, stimulus size, duration, etc.) or testing measure (i.e., contrast thresholds), we investigated the separability of L)M and S)ðL+MÞ using identical stimuli in a summation-near-threshold paradigm in three subjects. For comparison to data obtained in the ðL)MÞ=ðS)ðL+MÞÞ plane, we also obtained data in the ðL)MÞ=ðL+MÞ and ðS)ðL+MÞÞ=ðL+MÞ color planes. The results from our summation-near-threshold experiments are presented in summation squares in Fig. 5 , where the data for the three subjects have been combined. The results for the ðL)MÞ=ðS)ðL+MÞÞ plane (Fig.  5, top panel) yielded a best-fitting k value of 1.7, which was significantly different from the linear summation k value of 1.0 (p < 0:0001; dashed diagonal lines in Fig. 5  represent k ¼ 1) . Thus, in line with previous findings (Mullen & Sankeralli, 1999 , mean k across 3 subjects ¼ 2:2), our summation results suggest separability between detection of L)M and S)ðL+MÞ stimuli. Likewise, the ðL)MÞ=ðL+MÞ plane (Fig. 5, middle panel) yielded a k value of 3.1, and the ðS)ðL+MÞÞ=ðL+MÞ plane (Fig. 5 , bottom panel) yielded a k value of 1.9, both of which were significantly different from 1.0 ððL)MÞ=ðL+MÞ: p < 0:0001; ðS)ðL+MÞÞ=ðL+MÞ: p ¼ 0:017Þ, and close to previously reported values ððL)MÞ=ðL+MÞ color plane: mean k across 5 subjects ¼ 4:0, Mullen et al., 1997; Mullen and Sankeralli, 1999 ; ðS)ðL+MÞÞ=ðL+MÞ color plane: mean k across 2 subjects ¼ 2:4, Mullen and Sankeralli, 1999Þ. Note, however, that there was a tendency for the 0°E to 90°E quadrant to produce data points near the k ¼ 1 line. In fact, when this quadrant was analysed on its own, it yielded a k value of 1.4, which was not significantly different from 1.0 (p ¼ 0:22). This result, which implies summation between the S)ðL+MÞ and L+M cardinal axes (within the 0°E to 90°E quadrant), is a bit perplexing since these axes were found to be independent of one another in our factor analyses (see Figs. 2 and 3) . It is possible that this result in our summation experiment simply reflects noisy data from these three subjects. Data from additional subjects would be needed to clarify this issue.
In sum, the cardinal axes in all three planes (including L)M and S)ðL+MÞ) were shown to be separable via our summation analyses, in accordance with previous studies. For this reason, we believe that the intercorrelation between L)M and S)ðL+MÞ observed in our factor analyses is not a result of the particular stimulus parameters and/or measures employed. Taking the results of the factor analyses and summation-near-threshold experiments together, these findings suggest that L)M and S)ðL+MÞ mechanisms may be separable yet intercorrelated, an issue we return to below. (Fig. 3, bottom panel) , the results for the nine-factor solution reveal an intercorrelation between the L)M and S)ðL+MÞ axes (see text for details).
Discussion
Mechanisms tuned along the cardinal axes of color space
The results of our three-factor analysis of the cardinal axes revealed separate sources of variability underlying contrast detection of L)M, S)ðL+MÞ and L+M stimuli (see Fig. 2A ). This result, which suggests the existence of independent mechanisms tuned for the three cardinal axes, is in accordance with those obtained from previous psychophysical studies using techniques such as adaptation, masking, summation-near-threshold, visual search and motion integration (see Section 1). These cumulative psychophysical results are supported by neurophysiological and anatomical studies (in macaque monkeys), which have provided potential neural substrates for the three cardinal axes revealed perceptually. Specifically, neurons within the three main subcortical pathways of the visual system-parvocellular (P ), koniocellular (K) and magnocellular (M)-possess color selectivities that map roughly onto the L)M, S)ðL+MÞ, and L+M axes of color space, respectively (e.g., Derrington et al., 1984; Hendry & Reid, 2000; see Dobkins & Albright, 2003 for a recent review, and TsÕo & Gilbert, 1988 for similar findings within the blobs of V1). This point regarding color selectivity should be qualified, however. Although the different cell types have been shown to exhibit responsitivity to more than one cardinal axis (i.e., both M and P neurons respond to both L+M and L)M stimuli), they do so with different contrast sensitivities. Specifically, neurons most sensitive to L+M contrast are found within the M pathway, while neurons most sensitive to L)M contrast are found within the P pathway (Croner & Kaplan, 1995; Kaplan & Shapley, 1986; Kremers, Lee, & Kaiser, 1992; Lee, Martin, & Valberg, 1988 , 1989 Lee, Martin, Valberg, & Kremers, 1993; Lee, Pokorny, Smith, Martin, & Valberg, 1990; Shapley, 1990; Shapley, Kaplan, & Soodak, 1981) . For this reason, it is reasonable to attribute contrast thresholds for L+M and L)M stimuli to the M and P pathways, respectively (e.g., Lee et al., 1990; Smith, Pokorny, Davis, & Yeh, 1995; Dobkins, Anderson, & Lia, 1999; but see Ingling & Martinez-Uriegas, 1983; Lennie & DÕZmura, 1988 for an opposing point of view). Note that although M, P and K neuronal sensitivity to S)ðL+MÞ stimuli has yet to be investigated systematically, the most sensitive neurons are expected to be found within the K pathway. In sum, for experiments employing threshold stimuli (as in the present factor analysis), it is highly likely that cardinal stimuli activate one neural pathway in near-isolation of the other two.
Interestingly, although the results from our threefactor analysis of the cardinal axes revealed independence across all three mechanisms tuned along the cardinal axes, we observed intercorrelation between L)M and S)ðL+MÞ contrast thresholds in three other factor analyses: (1) a two-factor analysis of the three cardinal axes (Fig. 2B) , (2) a factor analysis of the ðL)MÞ= ðS)ðL+MÞÞ color plane (Fig. 3, bottom panel) , and (3) a factor analysis of all nine color axes (Fig. 4) . In all three of these cases, a single factor accounted for the variance in contrast thresholds for L)M and S)ðL+MÞ stimuli. There are several possible explanations for this intercorrelation, which are addressed in turn. The first possibility is that the particular stimulus parameters (e.g., spatial/temporal frequency) or testing measure (i.e., contrast thresholds) we employed were not optimal for revealing separate L)M vs. S)ðL+MÞ mechanisms. Related to this, if our L)M and S)ðL+MÞ chromatic axes were not perfectly orthogonal to one another, this could have resulted in L)M and S)ðL+MÞ stimuli not isolating their respective mechanisms (see Webster, Miyahara, Malkoc, & Raker, 2000) . These possibilities seem highly unlikely, however, since the results from our summation-near-threshold experiments, which employed identical stimuli and testing measures, revealed separate L)M and S)ðL+MÞ mechanisms (see Fig. 5, top panel) . A second possibility may be that there was not enough power to segregate L)M vs. S)ðL+MÞ stimuli in our factor analyses (i.e., the subject:stimulus ratio was not high enough). Although insufficient power may have contributed to the observed intercorrelation, it is unlikely to account for it in full since, if this were the case, we should have similarly observed intercorrelations between other combinations of the cardinal axes, which we did not.
Alternatively, it is possible that the tendency for intercorrelation between the L)M and S)ðL+MÞ axes revealed in our factor analyses reflects true intercorrelation between the two underlying neural mechanisms. As mentioned in Section 1, the possibility for intercorrelation is not inconsistent with the notion of separability. That is, L)M and S)ðL+MÞ mechanisms may be separable (i.e., they can be individually isolated with select stimuli), as revealed in paradigms such as masking, adaptation, and summation-near-threshold, yet the sensitivities of the two mechanisms may nonetheless be intercorrelated, as revealed by factor analysis. At a neuronal level, intercorrelation between separable L)M and S)ðL+MÞ mechanisms could arise if the two mechanisms are influenced by the same gain control mechanism (see Singer & DÕZmura, 1994) and/or are limited by the same source of noise. Peripheral variability, such as that arising from photoreceptor noise (e.g., Vorobyev & Osorio, 1998) , is unlikely to account for our results, since this would predict intercorrelation across all color axes (since L+M, L)M and S)ðL+MÞ mechanisms share cone inputs), which was not observed in our data. (Note that a similar argument could be made against cognitive factors accounting for our results, since this sort of general factor would also predict intercorrelation across all color axes). Shared variability could, however, exist at the level of the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN). Recent anatomical studies have shown that K neurons, in addition to forming distinct layers between the M and P layers of the LGN, also form bridges within both layers, particularly within the P layers (Hendry & Reid, 2000) . Possibly the shared neural environment of P and K neurons arising from these bridges creates a common source of noise or gain control for these two cell types, such that their responses vary in a correlated fashion. Given that P and K neurons underlie L)M and S)ðL+MÞ sensitivity, respectively (see above), this could potentially account for the intercorrelation observed psychophysically.
Higher-order color mechanisms
In addition to addressing the issue of independent cardinal axes, our factor analyses conducted on each of the three color planes allowed us to investigate the existence of independent higher-order mechanisms tuned for non-cardinal axes. Here, our results suggest the existence of such mechanisms, at least within the ðL)MÞ=ðL+MÞ and ðS)ðL+MÞÞ=ðL+MÞ color planes, a result that is in line with the bulk of previous psychophysical studies (see Section 1). A potential neural substrate for these higher-order mechanisms comes from neurophysiological studies conducted in visual cortex, which reveal neurons tuned to cardinal, as well as noncardinal, axes of color space (e.g., Zeki, 1980; Thorell, DeValois, & Albrecht, 1984; Vautin & Dow, 1985; TsÕo & Gilbert, 1988; Lennie, Krauskopf, & Sclar, 1990; Schein & Desimone, 1990; Kiper, Fenstemaker, & Gegenfurtner, 1997; Cottaris & DeValois, 1998; DeValois, Cottaris, Elfar, Mahon, & Wilson, 2000) . Although these neural experiments suggest a continuum, rather than discreet classes, of color selectivities in visual cortex, the mere existence of cortical neurons tuned for non-cardinal axes could potentially account for the separability of non-cardinal axes revealed in the present and previous psychophysical studies.
In contrast to the results within the ðL)MÞ=ðL+MÞ and ðS)ðL+MÞÞ=ðL+MÞ color planes, we did not find evidence for mechanisms tuned to higher-order noncardinal axes within the ðL)MÞ=ðS)ðL+MÞÞ color plane (which may not be surprising given that we also observed intercorrelation between the cardinal axes within this plane, see above). This latter result is contradictory to the results from previous psychophysical experiments employing adaptation (Krauskopf et al., 1986; Webster & Mollon, 1991 , 1994 Krauskopf & Gegenfurtner, 1992) , masking (Li & Lennie, 1997 ), visual search (DÕZmura, 1991 Monnier & Nagy, 2001 ) and motion coherence (Krauskopf et al., 1996) , all of which support the existence of higher-order mechanisms within the ðL)MÞ=ðS)ðL+MÞÞ color plane (but see Webster & Mollon, 1991; Li & Lennie, 1997 for individual differences across subjects).
There are two main possibilities for the apparent discrepancy in the number of mechanisms observed between the present and previous studies. The first possibility concerns differences in results that may be generated from the use of threshold stimuli (which isolate a single, most sensitive, mechanism) vs. suprathreshold stimuli (which may invoke multiple mechanisms). The present factor analysis study employed exclusively threshold stimuli, whereas the aforementioned previous studies used paradigms (i.e., adaptation, masking, visual search, motion coherence) that employ suprathreshold stimuli. (Note that, although adaptation and masking paradigms measure thresholds, they nonetheless use suprathreshold stimuli as adapters/masks). This factor is unlikely to account for the discrepancy, however, since threshold experiments would be more likely to isolate separate mechanisms than would suprathreshold experiments, a pattern that is opposite to that observed in the present and aforementioned studies. A second possibility (as mentioned in Section 1, and above) concerns the notion that mechanisms may be separable yet nonetheless intercorrelated. Bearing this in mind, detection of non-cardinal axes within the ðL)MÞ=ðS) ðL+MÞÞ color plane may be mediated by separate mechanisms (as suggested by several previous psychophysical studies), however, these mechanisms may share a common source of noise or gain control. Whatever the exact mechanism may be, the results of the present study lead us to predict that neurophysiological studies may reveal correlated noise or common gain control between neurons tuned for different axes within the chromatic, i.e., ðL)MÞ=ðS)ðL+MÞÞ, plane of three-dimensional color space. 
